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Tuffys™ Tubs & Buckets 
5 Year Warranty Guidelines & Procedures 

Current 1 March 2012 
Batphone Australia Pty Ltd is the manufacturer of Tuffys™ tubs & buckets. 

 
From 1 January 2012, any warranties against defects in any consumer products sold in Australia will 
need to comply with the mandatory requirements in the new ACL - the Australian Consumer Law and 
the Trade Practices (Australian Consumer Law) Amendment Regulations 2010 (No. 1) 
 
"Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You 
are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other 
reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced 
if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure." 
 
Tuffys™ Warranty Period:- 5 Years from date of purchase 
 
We will warrant & replace any Australian made Tuffys™ Tub or Bucket that breaks through normal 
use or is defective for a period of sixty months from purchase date. We reserve the right not to replace 
due to exposure to excessive heat, freezing temps or from damage due to unreasonable 
circumstances. Eg. dogs chewing handles, punctures from sharp objects, commercial abuse, 
excessive weight, damage from unknown chemical storage, normal wear & tear. 
 
Consumers:- To claim your warranty, take the Tuffy™ to the place of purchase with proof of purchase 
and the store can replace your Tuffy™. Alternately you can call us on the numbers above to discus 
your specific claim. You can also contact us in writing if preferred. 
 
Suppliers:- Ensure you have proof of purchase and Tuffy™ has not been damaged due to 
unreasonable circumstances. To claim for any damaged Tuffy™ call the above number to discuss 
your claim and to find best method of replacement or compensation. 
 
Any claim for compensation outside of replacement of unit/s will require you to contact us to establish 
the nature of the claim and for Batphone Aust P/L to investigate the possible outcomes. 
 
Costs incurred in claiming the warranty will be born by the claimant. If you think you may be entitled to 
claim costs incurred, the claimant will need to contact Batphone Aust P/L, in writing, stating the 
background of the claim, reason for claim, cost associated to the claim and any other information that 
may be applicable to the case. Batphone Aust. PL with respond to the said claim within 14 days. 
 
The warranty above is in addition to other rights and remedies of the consumer under a law in relation 
to the goods and services to which the warranty relates. 
 
 
Definitions- 
Tuffy’s Tub refers to Australian made 42 Litre & 14 Litre tub manufactured by Batphone Australia 
Tuffys Bucket refers to Australian made 10 Litre bucket manufactured by Batphone Australia. 
 
 
 

 


